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Book review
“Apollo, The Race to the Moon”
by Charles Murray and Catherine Bly Cox.
“Apollo, The Race to the Moon” describes the contributions to the success of
Poject Apollo of managers and engineers, “the human story of an epic achievement”.
Based on a variety of interviews, the book relates the story of Apollo, from the
creation of the Space Task Group in 1959 to Apollo 17 in 1972.
The managerial and engineering obstacles and controversies are thoroughly
depicted. The book is devided in three separate parts. The first one explains how the
project came to be and the management and recruitment procedures that came to play.
Once the structure is in place the book describes the design and development of
subsystems, mainly the command module and the boosters, and the engineering
decisions that needed to be made like the famous LOR decision. The last part
concentrates on activities in the Mision Operations Control Room and the handling of
the various crisis that occured during the fourteen last flights.
Critical examination – Don’t just report what the book says; don’t take what you
read at face value. What is the argument of the book? Why did the author choose
to make it this way? Who is the author?
“Apollo, The Race to the Moon” is globally a very balanced account of what
happened during the project. A number of primary sources were used, opinions of
stakeholders are always mentioned as being the point of view of a person or group.
The authors are two historians and writers that did not take part in any way in the
project, and who therefore do not have any interest in embelishing a certain aspect of
it.
The authors actually spend a few pages at the end of the book - “Apollo as
History” - explaining their approach to telling an exciting but true story. “Writing
definitive history is a solemn undertaking and Apollo was not. Our objective has been
to tell stories about how an epic triumph was achieved – true stories, but stories rather
than analysis.”
“Apollo, The Race to the Moon” is indeed a story. The actual characters are
described, not just their function in the organisation or how well they did their job.
They reappear in the story like in a novel. For that reason, and because one cannot
possibly talk about the hundreds of contributors to the program, the book focuses on
certain people and leaves some out.
The bias comes from the understandable choice of only relating exciting
moments of the program. The aim of the book is to tell an exciting story. It does so
without embellishbut by picking the most exciting moments of Apollo. The results is
that the whole project seems to have been a breath-taking adventure from begining to
end. The tedious work of the contractors for example is not mentionned.
Selections have to be made and the authors aknowledge them in a closing chapter
entitled “Apollo as History”.

Sources – What evidence is used to support the argument? (Read the footnotes!)
How strong is this evidence? How directly related to the events being discussed?
Is counter evidence presented and discussed?
It is based on a number of primary and secondary sources. Primary sources
include: Robert Sherrod's archive, interviews from NASA history offices in
Washington and Houston. The authors conducted interviews in the late 80's with 157
people from Apollo and used books written about Apollo, such as This New Ocean: A
History of Project Mercury, by Swenson, Grimwod and Alexander (1966); Chariots
for Apollo: A History of Manned Lunar Spacecraft by Brooks, Grimwood and
Swenson (1979), Stages to Saturn, by Bilstein, (1980), Moon port: a History of Apollo
Launch facilities and Operations, by Benson and Faherty (1978) and The History of
Manned Space Flight, by Baker (1982). All of those are secondary sources.
The variety and strenghth of those sources make the book “perhaps the best
general account of the lunar program” according to Launius. The number of interviews
allows the author to cross-check information, establish truths and bring out areas of
disagreement. If conflicting opinions do arise, both points of view are presented and it
is up to the reader to figure out why such disagreements might arise.
Relevance to larger Apollo project – Relate the topic/argument in the book into the
larger themes of the course. Is this piece of work central or peripheral? How does
it bear on our larger understanding of Apollo? Are Launius’s five categories
useful here?
This book is central in that it describes in great detail a multitude of
engineering and managerial trade-offs that were made during the program, at all levels
of management. It is one of the five examples Launius gives to populate the Apollo
technology category. Indeed the book discusses at length engineering and managerial
like the Apollo 1 fire and Apollo 13, and allows the reader to grasp the technical
problems decision makers were facing at the time.
It is easy now to think that using the LEM as a lifeboat was a logical thing to
do since the C.S.M. was damaged. Cox and Murray's book reveal the information that
Chris Kraft was receiving from a variety of groups, nearly minute-by-minute into the
crisis. It explains step by step the resulting decisions and allows the reader to penetrate
deeply into the strange place that Mission Operations Control Room was at the time.

Discuss an engineering or political decision – Identify a moment of decision
discussed in the book. Was this an engineering or political decision? If an
engineering one, what were the technical and non-technical considerations made
when making the decision? For a political decision, how did technical
considerations enable or constrain the decision? What does your analysis of the
decision tell us about the nature of engineering on a large project like Apollo?
Geoges Low was without doubt a great contributor to the accomplishment of
Kenndy's challenge before the end of the decade. His decision in 1968 to go to send
Apollo 8 to the Moon was one of his many steps taken to prevent the schedule from
slipping into the 70's. The previous schedule had planned that Apollo 8 would be in
low Earth orbit.

In the summer of 1968, the planned progression was:
A. Unmanned Saturn V flights(Apollo 4 and 6).
B. Unmanned test of he LEM (Apollo 5).
C. Manned mission (Apollo 7, scheduled for the fall of 1968).
D. Manned mission using CM and LEM in Low Earth Orbit (end of 1968).
E. Manned mission using CM and LEM in High Earth Orbit (early 1969).
F. Mission to the Moon (middle of 1969).
G. Lunar Landing (end of 1969).
Low's problem was that the LEM would not be ready until February 1969.
Waiting until then to go on with the following missions in the planned order meant
pushing back the lunar landing in 1970. If the lunar landing was to be accomplished
before the end of the decade, as President Kenndy had promised, the schedule had to
be rearranged.
Low's idea was to use the remainder of 1968 to gain experience in fields that
did not require a LEM like translunar navigation, lunar orbit, communications, and
thermal conditions. That meant switching the D and E missions and redesigning that E
mission to a lunar orbit without LEM.
Even if it seems logical from a scheduling point of view, going to the moon so
soon was a very audacious step. In August 1968, Low was asking to send people to the
Moon the same year at a time when not a single manned mission had been launched.
Apollo 7 was scheduled in October, and hopefully it would prove that the C.S.M.
could go to the Moon. Even so, Apollo 8 would be the first manned Saturn V. The
previous launch of a Saturn V had unveiled multiple problems, including a potentially
disastrous pogo.
Furthermore, the mission required many components to be ready before their
planned deadline. Fortunatly, navigation and Control Center software would be ready
by then, even if it was not obvious initially. “Geez, I've heard some stupid things, but
that's crazy” thought at first Jerry Bodstick, head of the Flight Dynamics Branch.
After two days of briefing, Mueller acknowledged that the decision was sound
from a technical point of view and pointed out that the “greatest single advantage” of
flying this audacious mission was the way it had galvanised people. Indeed, according
to Pr. Battin, “Apollo 8 was a dramatic milestone. [] To many of us who were part of
the Apollo program, it was the most exiting of all.”
However, the risks were real. “you and I know that if failure comes, the
reaction will be that anyoe should have known better than to undertake such a trip at
this point in time”, Mueller warned him.
A striking feature in all the great decisions were that they all included a
substancial amount of risk. They are all based on a combination of quantitative and
qualitative arguments. It appears that they are the result of the influence of a number
of stakeholders and cannot be justified by equations. A great part of it was intuitive
and qualitative.
Word count: 1536 – 184 = 1352.

The next mission, Apollo 13, would make its way to the Moon in 1970. Here is what you need to know about Apollo 13, one of the more
famous and inspiring lunar missions. 2. The astronauts prepared extensively for the Apollo 13 mission. Source: NASA.Â We had
already technically won the space race and had made it to the Moon twice. The Apollo 13 mission was not making the big headline seen
by its predecessors. Nevertheless, history has shown (and Ron Howard) how heroic and awe-inspiring this story is as well as its
importance to humanity's history. Best general book on the Apollo program. Clear explanations. Great balance in covering all the
elements which put the first humans on the Moon. Brilliant authors who clearly researched and understood the critical details of the
program history, technology, and operations. Newer books have prettier color pictures, but Cox and Murray have the best narrative that I
have read. I was fortunate to have talked to some of the Apollo astronauts, touched the hardware, read the debriefings and oral
histories, and watched all the video and 16mm footage. Even then, I learned some new details from this book. Very highly
recommended. These books cover a wide range of topics related to the mission: the actual Apollo 11 landing itself, but also the efforts of
the thousands of engineers, scientists, administrators, and politicians who played a role. Here are a bunch more to add to your reading
list. Image: Page Street Publishing. Eight Years to the Moon: The History of the Apollo Missions by Nancy Atkinson.Â Jim
Donovanâ€™s latest, Shoot for the Moon: The Space Race and the Extraordinary Voyage of Apollo 11 is a gripping, overarching
narrative of the space race, from the race to the moon, from Sputnik all the way to the Apollo 11 mission. The book has been hailed by
reviewers as an exhaustive and comprehensive volume about the space race and the iconic mission. Image: Simon & Schuster. Apollo
book. Read 117 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Out of print for fifteen years, this is the classic account of how
the Unit...Â Not so much ge I have a growing collection of books about the Apollo program. Apollo, The Race To The Moon, by Murray
and Cox, is very much unlike the others. It focuses on the cast of thousands who brought the program to life, instead of on the more
famously well-known astronauts. Names like Armstrong, Aldrin and Lovell barely make cameo appearances, while others like Kranz and
Kraft run throughout the book. The book starts with the initial conception of going to the moon, proceeds on to show the rationale behind
going to the moon. This was something I found surprising. The Russians were the first into space. The US by all means in the early
1960â€™s was losing the space race and Kennedy was losing popular public support. And so he asked a simple question, What is
something that doesnâ€™t require a major technological achievement with which we can reasonably one up the Russians and seal the
deal. The answer was going to the moon. Regardless of the popular belief, that a bunch of visionaries thought of

